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1 Overview

The point of our Sphero app is to create a sumo wrestling game that can be played by one or more 
players having an Android device and Sphero. All players participating in the game will place their 
Spheros in the center of a circle, and the objective will be to knock as many other Spheros outside of 
the circle as many times as possible, while keeping their own Spheros inside the circle. If a Sphero is 
pushed outside of the circle, it will flash red and be disabled for 5 seconds before being allowed back 
inside the circle. In order to have a clear winner, the games will be timed, and the app will keep track of 
how many times its Sphero is pushed out of the circle. The Sphero that has been pushed outside the 
circle the fewest times wins!

The app requires little user interaction aside from controlling the Sphero, which is done using the 
accelerometer. Tilting the device forward moves the Sphero forward, tilting it to the right moves it to 
the right, etc. Because of this, the app will have two simple screens. One screen will ask for a color 
(other than red) that the Sphero light will be to distinguish it from the other Spheros. The second screen 
will display the remaining time in the game and the count for number of times the Sphero is pushed 
outside the circle.

2 Risks and Hurdles

Our main hurdles will lie in calibrating multiple Spheros within a certain circle at one time and 
continuously checking whether each Sphero is still inside of the circle throughout the duration of the 
game.

3 Division of Labor

Corey and Jake wrote the code to connect the Sphero to the app and vice versa, which is the first thing 
needed to get app development started. The next step was getting the accelerometer to control the 
Sphero in specific directions, which Jake also wrote. The work remaining is to add code to make the 
app recognize how far the Sphero has wandered from the center of a circle, which Corey and I can do, 
and get the UI set up, which I can also do.


